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In mid-January, over 70 active-duty military personnel and 
veterans poured into the Eagle River Derby Complex for a day 
of snowmobiling and camaraderie. They were greeted with 
coffee, hot chocolate and pastries while waiting for everyone 
to arrive and get checked in. Soon they would be broken up 
into smaller groups depending on their riding experience. 
Steve Decker led the most experienced group and Mike 
Giese had the honor of showing and instructing the beginners 
how the machines work and what fun snowmobiling is in the 
Northwoods. I had the privilege of tail gunning for Mike which 
gave me the opportunity to share my knowledge and love of 
snowmobiling with the beginners. After 98 miles, the smiles 
were endless. As evening fell upon the day the groups poured 
back into the Derby Complex with an abundance of tales from 
the trails. After a delicious broasted chicken dinner it was 
time to crown the winner of the infamous toilet seat award 
for the best oops of the day. Two contestants were vying for 
the coveted seat. The winner was awarded for his incredible 
helmet throw after getting stuck. 

A Reflection on the Ride Day – Anna Langeberg 
Snowmobile trail riding is quite the experience. Parts of it can 
be exhilarating, like flying across a frozen lake at top speed, 
hanging on for dear life, adrenaline coursing through you as 
your dad pushes the machine past 60 mph. But that is riding 
not driving. When you ride on a two-person snowmobile, your 
job is to lean the appropriate direction on each turn and hang 
on to the handles. This is what I did for most of the day since 
I am a new driver and I was feeling really tired from lack of 
sleep and a busy weekend. But I did drive for a several mile 
spell through some beautiful trees in the middle of the day. 
The thing about driving as opposed to riding is that it is much 
warmer since your feet are near the engine, also it takes a 
lot of concentration when you are new at it. Since everybody 
else had been riding all day and was now able to go much 
faster I easily fell behind most of the group, but it was still nice 

to drive around on the trails. The stretch I drove was pretty 
straight with only a couple of turns I had no trouble making, 
through some beautiful countryside. Driving itself is not too 
hard except for keeping a consistent speed since your thumb 
is pressing the gas and can get a little tired. The food we ate 
at the end of the day with all the other groups was excellent, 
and all the people in our group were quite kind. All in all, my 
brother, Mom, and Dad and I had a good experience. 
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A quick stop for the 
beginners at the Ice 
Palace in downtown 
Eagle River before 
hitting the trails.
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THANK YOU WISCONSIN MILITARY RIDE SUPPORTERS
A huge “Thank You” to the numerous snowmobile clubs, 
associations, donors, sponsors and individuals that help 

make this special ride possible. Our apologies to anyone we 
inadvertently missed. You are much appreciated!
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Madeline’s Family time!

Jeff’s group at the Ice Palace.

Langeberg family enjoying a pitstop in the forest.


